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NRS will open a branch in Kumamoto in July ���� as a new comprehensive logistics site in the Kyushu 
area.Demand is expected to grow for temperature-controlled chemicals and high-pressure gases related 
to the raw materials for semiconductors, so with a focus on these products, this Kumamoto Branch will 
provide the comprehensive logistics service that NRS proudly offers. From warehouse storage to 
import/export and transport, the Kumamoto Branch will help customers to optimize their supply chain 
through this comprehensive logistics service.

The Kumamoto Branch will be located very 
close to the Kumamoto Prefecture Semicon 
Techno Park.With this superb, almost 
central location on the island of Kyushu 

（Japan’s third largest island）, the branch will 
be only �km from the Ozu Interchange, 
��km from Kumamoto Airport, and ��km 
from Yatsushiro Port, meaning its excellent 
connections will also add to its appeal.

Comprehensive one-stop logistics for semiconductor raw materials and more 

NRS TO OPEN NEW BRANCH IN KUMAMOTO

《 Office building at the Kumamoto Branch 》



Kumamoto Branch Overview

Facilities

Business Details

The Kumamoto Branch will be able to provide temperature-controlled storage and high-pressure gas 
storage for chemical products related to raw materials for semiconductors and other materials （Category 
IV goods and designated flammable goods under the Fire Services Act, goods covered by the Poisonous 
and Deleterious Substances Control Act and the High Pressure Gas Safety Act, and general chemical 
products）. It will provide a one-stop logistics service that includes storage and shipment at the desired 
temperature, international intermodal transport for import and export, and domestic coastal shipping and 
rail transport.The Kumamoto Branch will play a central role in the Kyushu area, and will work with other 
nearby NRS offices （including the Kyushu Logistics Center and Kitakyushu Office） to deliver an optimum, 
high-quality logistics service.
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Kumamoto Branch Overview

Feel free to contact us
about your semiconductor chemical transport and storage needs in Kumamoto.
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Kumamoto Branch Area Map

Kumamoto
Branch

Getting
here

Takaono ���-��, Ozumachi, Kikuchi-gun, Kumamoto Prefecture, Japan, ���-����Location :

Fire Service Act hazardous materials （Category IV）,  poisonous and deleterious substances, 
high-pressure gas, general chemical products

Products handled :

➀ General goods warehouse （controlled/ambient temperature） 
➁ Hazardous materials warehouse （controlled/ambient temperature）
➂ High-pressure gas storage
➃ ISO tank container storage: for liquid chemicals, high-pressure gas, and empty containers
➄ High-pressure gas （toxic gas） storage facilities for ISO tank containers
➅ Transport: ISO tank container transport, truck transport （including temperature-controlled trucks）
➆ Emergency power generators
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NRS CORPORATION  Sales & Marketing Division
TEL：��-����-����

https://www.nrsgr.com/


